
AHS Students Will
March

By: Sarah Surprenant

On Thanksgiving
morning, more than 44 million
people will be sitting around
their television sets watching
the famous Macy’s Day Parade.
Giant balloons, music, floats,
and millions of spectators will
splash the Big Apple with color.

However, two AHS
teens will be doing more than
watching the 40 block, three
mile parade; they’ll be
marching in it.

Seniors and color
guard captains Kassie Wolin

and Dylan Cerreto have been
selected to march in the Macy’s
Great American Marching
Band. Only two students from
each state are selected to
participate in the march each
year. Both Wolin and Cerreto
will be part of the color guard
section.

Wolin said that after
finding out about the “rare
opportunity” from AHS Color
Guard Coach Mrs. Lynne
Gorman, the two teens began to
fill out “lots and lots of forms.”
They were supposed to send in
an audition tape, but never did.

However, lack of an
audition tape didn’t stop the
teens from receiving some of

the most exciting news of their
high school careers.

“Mrs. Gorman called
me on the phone, told me the
news, and I was excited,”
Cerreto said.

“As I read the e-mail,
my eyes bulged and my heart
stopped,” Wolin said, referring
to the e-mail she received
telling her of her acceptance
into the band,
“‘Congratulations to the newly
selected members of the 2007
Macy’s Great American
Marching Band!’”

To prepare for the big
event, each student received a
binder with all the dress,
makeup, and hair requirements.

A CD/DVD will be sent with
all the routines to memorize
and perfect before the trip to
New York. The speed of the
routines can be as high as 120
beats per minute.

The fast pace may
seem like a challenge, but it
isn’t one the teens are too
nervous to face. Wolin, who
lived in Michigan up until her
sophomore year, has past
experience in the Detroit
Thanksgiving Day Parade of
2004, and enough knowledge
to overcome any stage fright.

“My biggest concern
is falling on my face!” she
laughed.

Besides marching in
the parade, Wolin and Cerreto
will enjoy many of New York’s
attractions in the week they will
be staying there. A tour of
Lower Manhattan – including
Ground Zero, Battery Park,
and the Financial District – is
on the list, along with dinner
at the Heartland Rotisserie in

the Empire State Building and
Planet Hollywood.

Visits to the Top of the
Rock Observation Deck,
Chinatown, Little Italy, and
Radio City Music Hall for the
Christmas Spectacular featuring
the Rockettes are also on the
agenda.

“I just think it’s going
to be a memorable experience
for all the things I’ll get to do,”
Cerreto said. “It’s going to be
weird to be marching in a
parade that I used to watch on
TV as a little kid!”

The Macy’s Day
Parade can be viewed this
Thanksgiving, Nov. 22, from 9
a.m. to noon on NBC.

Goodbye High
School

By: Lidia Banushi

After almost four long
years, high school is finally
coming to an end for seniors.
It’s time to go to college, start a
full time job or even join the
military.

With limited time left,
some seniors are beginning to
worry about their future and
others are ready to begin.

“I don’t know what I
want to do yet. As bad as this
may sound, I don’t really want
to grow up or leave high school
yet,” said Brooke Lindsay (12).

“I can’t say I’m not
worried about what I’m going
to do with my life. But I feel
great to know I’m growing up
and I’m going to make
something out of myself when
I go to college,” said Brianna
Jolaoso (12).

“I’ve always wanted
to join the Army or Marines
after high school and I just can’t
believe the time is just about
here,” said Adam Blanchard
(12).
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Fahrenheit 451 On Fire?
By: Felicia Connolly

The Attleboro book
choice for the Big Read, a
program developed to restore
reading to American culture,
was Fahrenheit 451 by Ray
Bradbury. The book was picked
by the Co-Chairpersons of the
“one Adventure, one Book, one
Community” (oneABC)

program, Joan Pilkington-
Smyth and Vic Bonneville.

“We wanted a book
that would give Attleboro
something to talk about,” said
Pilkington-Smyth.

Fahrenheit 451 was
given to the 2010 class of
Attleboro High School and
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Senior Color Guard Captains Kassie Wolin and Dylan Cerreto
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Becoming One
By: Jenn Robinson

“The lives of 1.7
million children will be
needlessly lost this year [2000]
because world governments
have failed to reduce poverty
levels,” according to Global
Issues.org. Governments around
the world may not be taking
action and lowering the poverty
levels but U2 singer and
guitarist, Bono, is making a
difference.

ONE, a foundation
founded by Bono, is a national
organization to help
international poverty and AIDS.
The website is <http://
www.one.org>.

“I don’t think that the
U.S.  is doing enough to stop
any thing,” said Jordan Grainey
(12).

According to <http://
www.aneki.com>, a world
record website, the United
States is the sixth richest country
in the world. ONE makes it
possible for wealthier countries
to help those who are less
fortunate.
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What is it like to live
in constant fear of being
abducted?  To have to walk
barefoot for miles to get to the
nearest shelter because you
can’t sleep at home?  To have
to work in the fields all the time
and still not be able to afford to
go to secondary school?  To not
have medicine for common
infections, let alone malaria?
For children in northern
Uganda, this is their everyday
reality.

“You don’t realize
what you take for granted every
day,” said Brianna Nunes (9).

She’s right, these
children are literally fighting to
go to school and losing the
battle.  They have to work in the
fields all day in order to earn a
little money to buy medicine
and everyday necessities.  If
they have any money leftover,
this money will go to school
supplies and school uniforms.
More often than not, they have
to give up their money to help
pay for medication for the sick
in their community.

Many of their parents
are dead and they have no one

else.  They might even have to
take care of a younger sibling;
that means being a parent
sometimes at the young age of
eight.  What would you do if
you had to raise your younger
brother or sister for the rest of
your life?

When asked what she
thought of the movie, Alma
Conway replied, “I definitely
want to help more.  I knew
Africa was bad, but I didn’t
know how bad it was.”

On September 27,
2007, the Invisible Children
program visited the AHS
campus and opened everyone’s
eyes to the horrifying realities
children face in Northern
Uganda.

“It was kind of
horrifyingly amazing to see
what those children go
through,” said Jeanine
Trenholm (11).

Invisible Children is a
non-profit organization which
was started by three young men,
who were 19, 21, and 23 years
old, from east San Diego, CA.
They took a trip to Northern
Uganda in 2003 and decided to

make a documentary of their
trip.

One of the projects
they created is the bracelet
campaign.  The bracelets come
with a DVD and in a variety of
colors, from black to green.
Each bracelet is handmade by
someone in Uganda out of
recycled wire and reeds.  The
microeconomic bracelet
proceeds are to benefit the
children of Uganda.

The movie the
Invisible Children crew showed
the students was about a 15 year
old boy named Sunday.  He lost
both of his parents to the LRA
(Lord’s Resistance Army) and
now lives in a hut with seven
other boys.  Sunday would like
to be a doctor when he gets
older.

He said, “I want to be
a doctor because I’ve seen so
many people suffering and there
are no numbers of doctors in
Uganda.”

Sadly, this is only one
of the horrifically true facts that
were learned from this movie.
Another equally scary fact is
that a child who drops out of
school is three times more likely
to be HIV positive than a child
who stays in school.

“I just invite the
Americans to join us in the
fight, the fight we have lost for
21 years,” said Sunday.

This movie also told
the real truth
about what
happened to the
1.5 million
people whom
were displaced
due to the war.
The government
went into the
villages of
N o r t h e r n
Uganda and
gave the people
48 hours to
gather their
families and
some belongings
and get out.  The
government then

placed these people in
Internally Displaced Person
camps, or IDP camps.  There
was never a set time for when
these people were to return
home.

Sadly, these displaced
persons have been living in
these camps for the past 10
years.  Each family earns about
1,000 shillings (which equals
about $3 in the U.S.) per week.
About 200,000 people have
already lost their lives in these
camps- that equals about 1,000
people per day.

These camps were
also supposed to protect
families and children.  They
didn’t.  Up to 20,000 children
have been abducted from the
camps.

A member of the
original Invisible Children
crew, Bobby Bailey, displaced
himself in Uganda, again, with
three friends.  They became
very close with Sunday and on
the day they were leaving;
Sunday had one last wish for
them. “When you go back to
America, are you going to tell
them about us? About our
suffering,” he asked.

Before Bailey
displaced himself again, he
wasn’t sure what to expect.  He
had seen the war-torn country

before but this time he would
be staying in a village with the
people of Uganda and living
exactly like them.

One of the last days
Bailey spent with Sunday, he
asked Sunday if he thought that
Americans cared about what is
happening and has happened to
the people in his country.

“Yeah, they care
because if they did not care, you
would not be here.  So yeah, I
think they care about us,” he
said.

Slowly but surely,
Sunday’s wish is becoming a
reality.  Many people have
watched the Invisible Children
movies and have been inspired
to help.  Thousands of people
have gone out to Displace Me
and Global Night Commute
events.  There are a few things
anyone can do to help. 

Invisible Children has
a website that anyone can go on
and donate money to
<www.invisiblechildren.com>.
Another way to get involved is
by stopping by room 115A
Friday’s after school for
Amnesty International
meetings.

Please, give peace a
chance, because every war must
have an end.

Invisible Children
By: Katie Tadlock
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Invisible Children Speakers

Explaining Schools for Schools

Signing up for E-mail Alerts

T-shirts, buttons, videos for sale
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For every day a student stays home from
school pretending to be sick or cuts a class because
they just don’t want to be there, there is a child in
Northern Uganda working in the fields, with no shoes,
trying to make enough money just to attend school
for one day. These children
know the meaning of hard labor before they reach the
age of six.  Some never get a chance to attend school.

The Schools for Schools campaign (S4S), a
branch of Invisible Children, is attempting to change
all this.  They are trying to make it possible for all
children to be able to attend school and to ensure there
will be enough teachers.  Currently, the student to
teacher ratio in Uganda schools is about 60:1.

This past Feb., the S4S campaign was
launched out of East San Diego, California.  This
organization is partnering schools in America with
schools in Northern Uganda.

“By empowering the youth here, in America,
we challenge them to stand up for what is right,”
said Waverly Harris, the Schools for Schools
representative for New England.

So far, $1.5 million has been raised just
for Schools for Schools by mostly high school and
some college students.  $7 million has been raised
for the Invisible Children organization.  The money
raised for S4S goes directly towards helping the
children go to school, build more classrooms, pay
for books, and find teachers.

“We encourage the community to get
behind the school and help them help the youth in
Uganda,” said Harris, adding, “It’s just really cool
to see the amount of awareness being raised.”

In Dec. 2006, Chris Zwakenberg, a
member of the Invisible Children crew who spoke
at the AHS campus Sept. 27, spent a few weeks in
Northern Uganda and visited Atanga Secondary
School, which is the school that New England
schools have been paired with.  Zwakenberg went
to learn about the Invisible Children programs in
Uganda as well as the Ugandan culture.

While in Northern Uganda, Zwakenberg
helped to rebuild a school damaged by the war and
also visited one of the Internally Displaced People
camps close to Atanga.

“I’ve never seen poverty and suffering so
bad before,” said Zwakenberg.

There is currently a cease fire in Northern
Uganda. The government and the Lord’s Resistance
Army rebel leader, Joseph Koney, have also begun
peace talks.

Schools for Schools
By: Katie Tadlock

 <http://s4s.invisiblechildren.com>
Graphic from Schools for Schools’ Website

Check out <http://s4s.invisiblechildren.com/school/attleboro-high-school>

Make a Difference!
***Please Donate During Lunch***
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“The number of night commuters has
dropped from thousands to only about 100 children
since the peace talks have begun,” said Harris.  Night
commuters are children who leave their homes during
the night to take shelter at a bus station or some other
type of shelter.  They fear if they do not leave their
home, they will be kidnapped in the middle of the
night by the LRA and made into child soldiers.

So far, the S4S campaign has raised $97,000
from New England schools, alone.  With this money,
two classrooms were built at Atanga and some books
and uniforms were purchased for the students.
Currently there are 311 students enrolled in Atanga,
ages 15 to 17.

“Just seeing how the youth here gets to
connect with the youth in Uganda and seeing how

international humanitarian aid is not just in the
hands of politicians and governments officials, it’s
something that high school and college students
can participate in too,” said Aditya Sachan, an
Invisible Children representative.

The process of S4S is simple.  Here are
the steps:

1.  American schools sign up on <http://
s4s.invisiblechildren.com> to join the program.
(AHS is already signed up)

2. Each school is paired with a partner
school in Northern Uganda.  Schools in New
England, including AHS, are partnered with Atanga
Secondary School.

3. Students use their creativity and
resourcefulness to raise as much money as possible
for their partner school. For example, the AHS
Amnesty International Club’s long term goal is to
host a Displace Me event to raise awareness and

money for S4S. 
4. Once the deadline is reached, the

money raised will be used to improve the
quality of education in Uganda and the school
that raised the most money, will win a trip for
their advisors and some students to Uganda to
see how their money is helping.

“We at Invisible Children have
witnessed the power of a story.  We have seen
how a conflict that has wreaked havoc on the
lives of so many is now bringing together a
generation of youth in a way that has never
been seen before,” states the S4S pamphlet.

To join S4S, log on to the website
listed in step one, find your school and create
a profile.  Members have access to a calendar
that lists the current events going on in their
school to raise money for S4S.

There are also meetings being held
in room 115A after school on Fridays to plan
fundraising events.

Want to help make a difference in a
child’s life?  See Global Issues teacher Mr.
Doug Matthews, or English teacher Ms.
Adeline Bee for more information.

Volunteers, new leaders, and new
fundraising ideas are always needed. Their
doors are always open. Mathews is in A wing
in room 115A and Bee is on the third floor

above the library in Computer Lab 3 (CL3).
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Cambodian Monk Visits AHS
By: Lidia Banushi & Lauren Beland

On September 27,
2007 Venerable Houren
Somnieng from Wat Damnak,
Cambodia came to visit schools
in the United States. Somnieng
is a Monk, in simpler terms, he
is a Buddhist priest.

Somnieng decided to
become a monk because he
came from a very poor family.
He believed that if he became a
monk he could learn more and
help younger children continue
their education.

“You are the luckiest
people,” said Somneing.
“Opportunity can make a
difference. Don’t miss all this
opportunity your country gives
you,” he added.

Somneing has taken
vows of poverty. This means he
can only wear his robe and
sandals and he can’t buy food,
it must be provided for him.

“In Buddhism we say
my problem is yours, your
problem is mine,” said
Somnieng.

“I get my food every
morning,” said Somneing.
“People give food to me as
offerings,” he said.

Somneing is the
second deputy, head of monks
as well as the executive director
of the Life and Hope
Association (LHA). He became
the executive director of LHA
and was the director for the
HIV/AIDS Association in
Cambodia.

“I feel I am more a
social worker,” said Somneing.

Somneing began
projects to help children and
battered women. These projects

include PACE, LHA Jr. High
School, Sewing School, Child
Development Village, and Food
for Education.

“I definitely think he
helped make students
understand how important
school is and how much of a
freedom we have here in the
United States,” said history
teacher Mr. Tobey Reed.

The LHA is a
Cambodian non-profit, non-
governmental and non-political
organization, established in
2005, by the Young Monks of
Wat Damnak. The association
is dedicated and committed to
helping orphans and vulnerable
children along with battered
women.

 “The goal of the Life
and Hope Association is to
improve the lives of orphans,
vulnerable children and
disadvantaged peoples, in order
to give them Hope in Life and
the prospects of a better future,”
said Somnieng according to
http://www.watdamnak.org/.

LHA provides
assistance to children who need
schooling and it gives an
opportunity to women who
have no trade skills to receive
training. Today with the effects
of war, there is a lack of food
and clean water for the
community.

Children are forced to
beg and live in the streets
because of tremendous poverty.
Children are rejected and
discriminated against by
society, not allowed to attend
any kind of school and they are
constantly fighting disease.

These children are given a
whole new life with the help of
the LHA.

“I never got married,
but I have many kids,” said
Somneing, adding, “The kids at
LHA are all my children.”

It takes $9 to send
one child to school with a
uniform, backpack and
supplies for one year. To feed
them for that year as well, it is
$72. That is .20 cents a day to
change someone’s life.

While at AHS,
Somnieng helped students
realize that poverty is going on
around the world and showed
students how lucky they
actually are.

Somnieng visited
Reed’s Asian History class first
period, second block he talked
with a freshman Humanities
class and then he was given a
tour of the school. He talked to
a number of students and
n u m e r o u s
teachers spoke
to him as well.

“ I
have known
Somnieng for
awhile.  It was
a long process
for him to get
here, but I’m
glad he could
make it and
speak to my
classes,” said
Reed.

Venerable Houren Somnieng Speaks to the Freshman Humanities Class
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Mr. Tobey Reed and theVenerable
Houren Somnieng
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Thursday, Oct. 11
witnessed the visit of Bishop
Alexis Bilindabagabo of the
Gahini Diocese in Rwanda to
AHS. Alexis came t o
speak to the Journalism, Global
Issues, and Psychology students
about the 1994 genocide in
Rwanda, which he miraculously
survived. He lost his father, his
mother, some of his sisters and
brothers and cousins.

Bilindabagabo and his
whole family were just a few of
the millions of people targeted
to be killed. At age thirty-eight
he wrote his own will, sure that
he was going to die. Although
he survived three months of
being tracked, most of his
family members weren’t so
lucky.

After living through so
much violence and pain, it
might be expected that the
Bishop would be a bitter, sad
man. The truth is quite the
contrary.

Bilindabagabo said, “I
am a happy man because I
decided to be good, I decided
to move on and do good. When
I look back I don’t see things to

regret, and because of that I am
able to love, and so have
something to give to my
children.”

Bilindabagabo has
been a Bishop for sixteen years,
and is now the leader of his
village. During his presentation
he revealed that the men who
killed his family were men he
grew up with and went to school
with; they now live in his village
and are under his authority.

Instead of punishing
them for the horrible crimes
they committed against him,
Bilindabagabo chose to forgive
them and allow them to live in
peace as long as they don’t
cause trouble.

“Reconciliation is a
difficult thing, but it is possible.
There has to be a very strong
resolve, the answer has to come
from within,” he said.

“I can’t imagine
forgiving someone who you
grew up with and played with
after they’d killed your family.
It’s unbelievable,” said AHS
senior Amanda Mungo.

Bilindabagabo felt
that the students could learn

from his story, and he advised
them to be good and do good
things.  He said that for evil to
prevail, as it did for so long in
Rwanda, it takes “good people
to do nothing, and that silence
isn’t neutral, it’s complicity.”

Originally the Bishop
was here to touch base with
Anglican parishes and to
encourage them to keep moving
forward; he hadn’t planned on
speaking at a high school.

“I was thrilled to be
asked to speak at the high
school. I enjoyed it because
those children are the same age
as my children; it was as if I was
speaking to them. It really took
me home,” Bilindabagabo said.

From his heart
Bilindabagabo emphasized that
it is important for teenagers to
choose to be good as soon as
possible; they have to make the
decision and then get involved.

He also spoke of the
three mistakes Rwanda made
that he felt led to the genocide.
The first, he said, was the
introduction of identification
cards with the bearer’s ethnicity
on them. The second was that

Moving Forward
By: Jenna Giuffrida

the Tutsis were made to feel like
second class citizens by their
government and their
neighbors. Then the third and
final mistake was the decision
made by the Tutsis and Hutus
to systematically kill each other.

B i l i n d a b a g a b o
stressed the effect of the second
mistake to the students. He told
them one of the worst things
you can to a person is make
them feel inferior. He cautioned
against teasing their peers and
demeaning them, the results
could be disastrous.

He also reminded the
students that their actions often
do not just have consequences
for themselves; they can affect
others as well. This, he said,
makes it all the more important
to make good decisions and
learn from past mistakes.

His parting statement
was perhaps the most powerful.
“If you dwell on the past, you
can lose the future. If you
remember the past, you can
save the future.”
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Bishop Alexis Bilindabagabo working with student audience

Teachers Mr. Doug Matthews and Mr. Tom Rainey listening
to Bishop Alexis Bilindabagabo Students listening intently to Bishop’s speech

Janelle Johnston
taking notes

Bishop Alexis
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It’s important for
seniors to take some time out
and really think about the future
and what they want to do.
Seniors who want to apply to
college should think about early
action, which means applying to
colleges early. This could
increase chances of getting into
the school of choice.

There is also the
possibility of gaining more
benefits by applying early.
Colleges like to see students are
trying harder by applying early
and may offer more financial
aid and even scholarships.

“There are so many
students in the world applying
to college at the same time, so I
really think early action is
important and I am looking into
it,” said Lizz Wilson (12).

Seniors should check
deadlines for SATs because
colleges want to see scores. It
is usually a good idea to take
the SATs more than once. Most
students increase their score the
second or third time around,

especially if they take a prep.
class or study.

“I’m a little worried
about applying to college.
Getting the SATs over with
wasn’t that bad, but now it’s a
matter of what college will
accept me and what college
won’t,” said Matt Diomede
(12).

Another thing seniors
need is a college
recommendation. Ask a teacher
in advance for a
recommendation because they
have their own work to
complete including
recommendations for other
students too.

“I asked three teachers
who I thought knew me best at
the end of my junior year for
recommendations, just so I
could let them know ahead of
time. I’m following up with
those recommendations at this
time,” said Tara Taminini (12).

Along with
recommendations, every senior
needs a college essay. A college
essay should be no more than

Goodbye cont. from pg. 1 500 words. The essay could be
about personal goals, a life
experience or even someone
inspiring.

“My mom made me
finish my college essay over the
summer vacation so that I could
get it out of the way,” said Dan
Butler (12).

“I think high school
flew by and we all are adults
now. Even though I am looking
forward to college, I don’t think
I’m ready to leave high school
just yet,” said Alex Pierce (12).

Other than worrying
about college and work, there’s
the fear of losing friends.

“I’ve been friends with
most of my friends since middle
school. I’m use to seeing these
people everyday at school for
the past eight years. It’s going
to be hard not seeing as many
people anymore. We are all
growing up and have busier
schedules. It’s going to be hard
to keep in touch with my friends,
but I’m going to try to as best
as I can,” said Cherayl
Pharmakis (12).

“I can’t wait to get out
of here, but of course I’m going
to miss everyone,” said C.C.
DeVisscher (12).

“It’s going to be sad
graduating because the people
we’ve grown up with won’t be
there anymore,” said Leah
Lacsamana (12).

“I feel super about
graduating. I can’t wait,” said
Brian Callan (12).

“It feels cool to
graduate, but it’s weird at the
same time. It was fun while it
lasted but it’s coming to an
end,” said Josh Machado (12).

“I made the best of
friends in my high school years.
It is definitely going to be tough
not hanging out with my friends
as much as I’m use to. I’ve
always heard that everyone
loses their friends after high
school, but I don’t want that to
happen to me. I have a couple
best friends that I know I’ll stay
in touch with. I am growing up
and becoming an adult, but I’m
not too grown up for friends,”
said Nick Mills (12).

Sometimes parents
come home from work and are
just too tired to cook dinner.
Instead of heating up some
chicken fingers in the oven or
working hard to scramble some
eggs for the family, how about
a delicious dinner at the Olive
Garden?

Stepping foot into the
Olive Garden restaurant is like
stepping into an actual bistro in
Italy. Patrons are greeted at the
door and seated at a nice booth,
surrounded by friends and
family – the perfect start to a
great night out.

For those who like to
start their night off with a nice
appetizer, there is plenty to
choose from, everything from
tender, lightly breaded calamari
to bruschetta, which is a
traditional topping of Roma
tomatoes, fresh basil and extra
virgin olive oil priced at $6.25.
Other appetizer prices range
from $6.25 to $8.50.

Breadsticks and salad
are complimentary for each
table. Specialized salads
instead of the traditional tossed
salad are offered on the menu.

The Olive Garden
By: Carly Barone

Salads range from $4.75 to
$9.25.

When ordering the
main course, choices include
dishes containing chicken,
seafood, pasta, beef, and pork.
Olive Garden allows the patron
to be able to see which meals
are low fat.

Linguine alla
Marinara, a pasta dish with a
zesty blend of ripe herbs,
tomatoes and onions, is one of
the marked dishes considered
healthy. The price of this meal
is $9.95, one of the lower prices
on the menu.

The Olive Garden is
geared for all ages so that the
whole family can enjoy a meal
together. Even the children’s
menu consists of six different
choices price from only $4.25
to $4.95.

Before requesting the
bill, take a look at the dessert
menu. This includes treats like
tiramisu, a light Italian cake and
chocolate gelato, an Italian ice
cream, both classic Italian
desserts. The chocolate gelato
is Italian ice cream and the
tiramisu is a light Italian cake.
The prices range from $5.50 to
$6.25.

All food and drinks
will be brought to the table with
fast and friendly service.
Servers care for the customers
as if they are the only ones they
are serving.

Takeout with the same
menu, great for parties or family
sized meals, is available. To
order call the restaurant at 508-
399-8434. Once it is ready,
drive down to the Olive Garden
at 1240 Newport Ave. in South
Attleboro, MA, and pick up a
meal that the whole family will
enjoy.
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Wristbands sold on One.org to raise money
on for the fight on poverty and AIDS

Nearly half of the
world lives on less than two
dollars a day. Americans spend
nearly two dollars each day on
just a bottle of water. Helping
these countries is more
important than having
McDonalds for dinner every
night.

“If we have the
resources to help others, we
should help,” said Erin
Johnson-McDonough (12).

Avert.com, a website
dedicated to “averting HIV and
AIDS,” states that
approximately 39.5 million
people were living with HIV/
AIDS in 2006 and 2.9 million
died that same year. 

Although there is
nothing people can do to stop
the course of AIDS, they can
control it with medicine.
However, most who have the
disease do not have enough
money to get the medication
needed. ONE helps get them the
money.

The website offers
many options and encourages
everyone to get involved. They
provide a sign-up sheet for
volunteer groups fighting
poverty and AIDS around the

Becoming One cont. from pg. 1

These days it seems
like everyone is on the run and
in a rush to do something,
making it impossible to sit down
for a home cooked meal. With
people’s lives becoming so busy
it just seems practical to stop at
a 10-minute fast food restaurant
drive-thru to grab something to
eat, rather then spending an hour
cooking dinner.

 Even though fast food
can help out when a person is
running late and needs a bite to
eat, it is doing tremendous
damage to their body. The good
news is that most fast food
restaurants are expanding their
menus and adding “healthier
choices.”

“A person should
really only eat at fast food places
a couple of times a year … but

in today’s society there is fast
food but there needs to be
healthier choices,” said AHS’s
health and physical education
teacher Mrs. Wendy DaSilvia.

The latest trend in the
fast food industry is the salad
entree, promoted as a “healthy”
alternative to fatty burgers and
greasy fries. But really how
healthy are those salads?

The truth is that some
of these salads advertised by fast
food places as a “healthy
choice,” are actually no better
than a burger or sandwich. For
example the Wendy’s Garden
Sensations Marinated Chicken
Salad has more calories
compared to a double stacker
and actually six more grams of
fat.

But Wendy’s is not the
only fast food place that is

selling salads with even more
calories than their regular sized
sandwiches. The Kentucky
Fried Chicken Caesar Salad has
330 more calories then a BBQ
sandwich. Burger King’s
Tender Crisp salad actually has
210 more calories than their
Whopper Jr. and a McDonalds
Asian Salad has more than
double the amount of sugar that
a double cheese burger, and 520
mg. more sodium.

There are many
factors that contribute to the
high calories, sodium, and
sugar in fast food salads. The
extras added on such as cheese,
fried chicken, bacon and the
high fat dressings are major
reasons why salads are
becoming just as bad for a

person’s health as fast food
burgers and sandwiches.

Another fact that most
people don’t know is that fast
food salads are almost always
made with iceberg lettuce
rather than Romaine lettuce
(the darker green lettuce),
which is healthier than iceberg
lettuce.

“Choose salads with
dark green lettuce, which offers
more vitamins and minerals,”
said Elaine Magee, MPH, RD
in the article “How Healthy Are
Fast-Food Salads?” on <http://
www.medicinenet.com>.

 “Fast food salads are
better than most things on the
menu but they should be eaten
with fat free dressings, and
salads with cheese and fried

chicken should be avoided,”
said DaSilvia.

If people want to eat
healthy a major thing a salad
eater can do to make any salad
healthy, not just fast food
salads, is to always use fat free
or reduced fat dressing.

“Go to chains that
offer reduced fat dressings, or
bring your own. For example,
McDonald’s offers low-fat
balsamic vinaigrette, and
Wendy’s has reduced-fat
creamy ranch, fat-free French
and low-fat honey mustard,”
said Magee (http://
www.medicine.net).

“KFC offers light
Italian and fat free ranch
dressing to anyone trying to eat
healthy. My own personal
opinion is to stay away from any

salads with bacon,” said Mr.
Steve LePage, the general
manager of the Kentucky Fried
Chicken in Attleboro.

Another option is to
not choose salads with fried
chicken, cheese, or bacon bits
but instead choose salads that
have veggies. “Choose salads
with colorful vegetables like
tomatoes, peppers, shredded
carrots, or cabbage,” said
Magee (http/
www.medicine.net).

So tips for those on the
run who want to eat healthy:
pick up a fast food salad but
keep it healthy by using fat free
dressing, and choose salads
with vegetables and dark lettuce
instead of fried chicken or
bacon.
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Fast food icon, Ronald McDonald, holding a salad and burger.

Fast Food Restaurants Lie About Salads Being Healthy …
By: Kristi Pedro
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Alpha Dog
By: Gary Smith

Former N’sync
member and internationally
known pop superstar, Justin
Timberlake, costars as a young
man named Frankie in the
2006 hit movie Alpha Dog.

The movie is based
on the true story of Jesse
James Hollywood. James was
arrested in 2005 for the 2000
kidnapping and murder of
Nicholas Markowitz.

Directed and written
by Nick Cassavetes, this
crime/drama movie focuses on
a man named Johnny Truelove
played by Emilie Hirsch.
Truelove is a 19 year old drug
dealer from Las Vegas, who

gets himself into a lot of
trouble.

The movie portrays
an excellent view of the
younger generation and has
captivating topics that most
teenagers can relate to.

Truelove kidnaps a
boy named Zach played by
Anton Yelchin. He does this to
get back at his older brother
Jake, played by Ben Foster,
who refuses to pay back his
drug tab.

After late night
partying and the reassurance of
his safety from Frankie, Zach
ends up developing a love for
not only his new found female

friends, but also his new party
life style. 

Does Zach enjoy his
new life as a kidnapped kid so
much that he’s willing to replace
his old life and never go back?
Find out by watching Alpha Dog,
which is rated R. It is available
in any store that sells movies,
and costs about $14.99.

Cover of the Alpha Dog DVD
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world. For people who do not
have the time to get involved
there is a store filled with ONE
merchandise like shirts,
bracelets and books. The
proceeds of these sales go to the
charity.

Since 2001, the
United States has spent close to
$454,285,500,000 on the war
in Iraq. If they had spent that
much money fighting global
issues, the world’s poverty and
illness rates would have
dropped dramatically.

Students can get
involved with any issue that
strikes their interest. ONE has
many partner sites that offer aid
on issues such as hunger,
helping refugees, homeless-
ness, and child survival.

The ONE motto is:
“We believe we can beat:
AIDS, starvation, extreme
poverty.

“We recognize ONE
billion people live on less than
ONE dollar a day. We commit
ourselves – one person, one
voice, one vote at a time – to
make a better, safer world for
all,” states One.com on their
web site.
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Fast Food Salad
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More than 20 Attleboro

High Schools students hail from
Guatemala. Their experiences
with their country’s educational
systems varied.

The lack of funding in
Guatemala normally results in
a poor education for its
children. The education system
in Guatemala consists of six
years of primary education,
three years each of middle
school, and of high school. Only
a small portion of Guatemala’s
population is ever able to attend
university classes due to the
monthly and overall costs.

The official language
in Guatemala is Spanish, but
there are 22 indigenous
languages and most are in rural
areas. One of the biggest
problems is poverty along with
the lack of money for people to
survive.

Most students stop
attending school in the sixth
grade, because they can not
afford to further their education.

Guatemala is one of
the poorest countries in Central
America. The government
cannot provide school supplies
for all of its students, so many
drop out between the ages of 12
and 14.

Parents often need
their children to help on the
farm so a lot of students do not

receive the education they need
and desperately desire. What
classrooms there are, are very
small. Children do not have
backpacks to carry supplies and
have to sit in plastic chairs and
use plastic tables. Most of the
schools do not have computers
and libraries for students to use.

62 percent of the
population live in the rural
areas. Only a small portion of
children gain admission to the
schools and only rich families
send their children to the
university.

Sergio Reyes (11) who
is 20 years old, moved from
Puerto Barrios, Guatemala to
Attleboro in 2005. Reyes only

studied for ten years there
because of the lack of money.

 “I have to buy all my
own school supplies. By
working at a shipping company
and some other jobs I was able
to afford this,” said Reyes. “I
could not go further in my
studies because I have to take
care of my first baby.”

 A lot of students who
drop out of school do so
because they cannot support
themselves. “I dropped out of
school three times. I was in the
streets all the time,” added
Reyes. 

A secondary
education is split into two
categories, basic secondary and
diversified secondary. Most of
the students only go to basic
secondary because it consists of
grades seven to nine.
     Only wealthy people attend
the diversified secondary
school because all the school
supplies are expensive. People
labor on their own farms
working very long hours, and
they don’t earn a lot of money,
but they have to make at least
some profit to survive and
support their families. 

“I moved to the
U.S.A. to have a better
education and a better life, and
to provide a good future for my
family,” said Reyes, adding,
“Poverty turns kids in a bad
way. They go around the streets
to steal from other people

because of the lack of money,
instead of working.” 

Parents do not take
their children to school during
the harvest of corn and beans
because they are so busy they
don’t have time.

 “Education makes us
more respectful and teaches us
to make the right choices in life
to look forward to a better
future. Education makes us
more successful,” Reyes said.

  At 15 Nathia Lemus,
who recently moved to
Attleboro from Guatemala, is a
sophomore.       

“I moved to the United
States for a better education and
also to help out my family,” said
Lemus. “My school in
Guatemala was different than
the schools in America. It was
small compared to AHS,
because it didn’t have a pool
and a big gym or a lot of
students.”
          A variety of people move
from different parts of the world
to reach their goals leaving
behind everything.         

“I miss the weather in
Guatemala and all my friends,”
Lemus explained. “Guatemala
has a rich culture but it’s getting
lost because of the poverty.”         

Some people in
Guatemala don’t have a place
to live therefore they have to
live in the streets — they make
their own houses out of plastic
bags and cardboard boxes.

What started out as
action figures, turned into a
comic book, a television show,
video games, and now a live-
action movie. Transformers has
transformed from a children’s
toy into an action packed
summer hit, that broke the box
office record for the highest-
grossing opening week.

For centuries there
was a war on the distant planet
of Cybertron between two
different races of robots, the
evil Decepticons and the
Autobots. When the battle
suddenly occurs on Planet
Earth, the whole universe is in
danger and teenager Sam
Witwicky’s, played by Shia
LaBeouf, life will never be the
same.

Witwicky purchases a
Chevrolet Camaro to impress

his crush, Mikaela Banes,
played by Megan Fox, but the
car turns out to be Bumblebee,
a disguised Autobot from
Cybertron. Sam discovers
himself in between an
intergalactic war but he
befriends the Autobots and
teams up with his crush,
Mikaela, to try to defeat the
Decepticons.

This movie combines
humor, action, and romance all
in one. The story line includes
a great message of friendship
and love portrayed by Fox and
LaBeouf, unexpected in an
action movie.

No doubt about it, the
special effects were the best part
of this movie. The battles
between the two robot races
were so realistic and intense it
left viewers sitting on the edge

Transformed Transformers
By: Kristi Pedro

After eight cycles of
America’s Next Top Model
(ANTM), cycle nine’s premier
on Sept. 19 did not disappoint
ANTM fans or new viewers.
The audience was introduced to
33 beautiful girls between 18
and 22 from across the U.S. 

This premier
contained no lack of drama,
competition and beauty as the
girls boarded a Caribbean
cruise ship to meet expert
runway coach J Alexander, as
well as host and model Tyra
Banks.

As the show
progressed the girls had the
chance to show off their runway
walks, cunning personalities,
and model material in a beach
photo shoot.

of their seats, waiting to see
who would come out of these
monstrous battles alive. The
high-tech scenes are what made
this movie the summer’s biggest
blockbuster.

Transformers hit the
theaters in the U.S last July and
was released on DVD in mid-
October.  This PG-13 action
thriller was directed by Michael
Bay and produced by Steven
Spielberg.   Paramount Pictures
and DreamWorks teamed up
with Hasbro to bring
Transformers to the big screen.

This movie is
recommended for any age and
attracts a very wide audience
range. The whole 143 minutes
of the movie is full of
excitement, thrills and
suspense.
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Transformers movie cover

 At the end of the day,
twenty disappointed models
were on their way home and
thirteen still had the chance of
winning a contract with Elite
Modeling, a $100,000 contract
with Cover Girl,  a cover shot
on Seventeen (with a six page
spread), and, of course,
becoming America’s Next Top
Model.

Five weeks have
passed, five girls have packed
their bags, and as the
competition continues Ambreal
19, Bianca 18, Chantal 19,
Heather 21, Jenah 18, Lisa 20,
Seleisha 21, and Sarah 20,
continue to be judged on their
skills, beauty and personalities
and in photo shoots every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. on CWTV,
in the hopes of becoming
America’s Next Top Model.

Top 13 models
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“I am planning to go to
college to help my family and
support myself. I am very
thankful for the support of my
father. I love him,” said Lemus,
adding, “I don’t want to waste
any time in other things.
Guatemala is different because
students show more respect to
the teachers.’’          

Public schools don’t
provide for students because the
government cannot afford it.        

“In the U.S.A the
government provides
everything for public schools,”
Lemus explained. “In America
young people become more
independent in their lives — but
in Guatemala most adolescents
live with their parents until their
thirties.”        

“I miss the rest of my
family. The first day I came here
I felt different because of a new
language — but everyone was
nice to me,’’ said Lemus.
“Education is important
because it helps to develop a
country and students for a better
future — and provides more
opportunities for everyone,”
she added.
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Nathia Lemus (10)

Education in Guatemala
By: Kevin Najera

“Wanna Be On Top?”
By: Kayla Castro
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Miss Kelly Bitner is
the new band teacher at AHS.
She graduated in 2003 from
Chadron State College in
Nebraska with a degree in
music education for grades K-
12. She sings, plays the flute,
saxophone, guitar, and piano.

During high school,
she was actively involved with
the music program. In college
she started off as a pre-med
major and then switched to
music education.

“I like music
because everyone has to have a
creative outlook on life, and
music is mine,” said Bitner.

Bitner is originally
from Valentine, Nebraska.
Before coming to AHS, she was
working at Wilson Middle
School in Dorchester, Mass.,
where she was teaching
“general music” for grades 6-
8. She says she didn’t have the
freedom in her teaching like she
does at AHS.  She was “tired”
of only teaching “general
music,” and wanted to work at
a high school with an
“established band program.”
Now she teaches a variety of
different types of music from
marching band, to jazz band, to
percussion ensemble.

One summer during
college Bitner worked six
nights a week at summer stock
in Fort Robinson, Nebraska as
a tap dancing nun. Summer
stock is a theater that generally
only produces shows in the
summer time.

In her spare time
she enjoys reading, knitting,
listening to music, swimming,
and doing other forms of
exercise and watching reality
television. Her favorite types of
music are alternative and classic
rock.

Bitner said she
loves it here. “The student body
is really excellent and the staff
is really friendly, and I’m
excited to be here and join
band!” Bitner encourages more
students to join the music
program.

Marching Forward
By: Rachel Lemay
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Bishop Feehan, the Network
Program, and some students at
Bristol Community College for
a total of about 1800 copies with
150 copies in circulation at the
Attleboro Public Library.

AHS students had
mixed reactions to Fahrenheit
451.

“For the most part, I
liked it, except the ending ruined
it. I think for a lot of kids it was
difficult to relate to, and it was
too boring for people to really
get into,” said Nicole Sousa (10).

Fahrenheit 451 first
appeared in 1953 and times
change, as do concerns.

“It was interesting,”
said Matthew Scott Wilbur (10).
“I kind of liked it and kind of
didn’t. It wasn’t the best choice,
a more popular book would have
been better. But, it did revive a
forgotten novel.”

Pilkington-Smyth and
Bonneville got their wish,
Fahrenheit 451 did bring talk to
the town.

“As a teacher, it was
easier starting a discussion when
all my students walked in the
door having read the same
book,” said English teacher Ms.
Anna Cordeiro.

Students discussed how
Bradbury’s ‘fantastical ideas’
have become realistic. Such as
big screen televisions nearly the
size of walls and the percentage
of society watching television
opposed to reading.

Attleboro joined over
200 other communities
nationwide in the 2007 Big
Read. For every community
program there is an event to kick
off the read, followed by a few
major events devoted to the book
and discussions about the book.

The Big Read is a
program that is proving to be
crucial to communities. After
surveying 17,000 people, the
U.S. Census Bureau found that
less than half of the adult
American population fails to
read literature, the amount of
adults reading any book is down
by seven percent, and the biggest
decline in readers is among
younger age groups.

Fahrenheit 451 cont. from
pg. 1

Miss Bitner – new band
teacher
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Raised in
Middleboro, MA Erin
Sullivan always knew she
wanted to teach. Both of her
parents were educators and
their example inspired her.

After high school,
Sullivan traveled to Salem,
Virginia where she attended
Roanoke College and
majored in International
Affairs, obtaining her
bachelor’s degree, then her
masters in teaching history.

Before hearing
about a teaching opportunity
in Attleboro, Sullivan was a
teaching assistant at the
University of Buffalo, where
she attended and substituted.
Although she now teaches
U.S History and World

History, her main focus in
college was French, where she
also spent time studying abroad
in France. “I was in France for a
very brief time but I got to not
only improve my language skills
but also meet WWII Veterans
and stay with French families.”

Sullivan believes that
everything relates to history,
everything is connected to
history and how we live today.

Sullivan will soon
begin training to participate in
the summer of 2008’s Ironman
competition. “A lot of my friends
who I trained with in Buffalo did
it and I decided to sign up with a
training partner. I went to see the
Ironman last summer and it was
very inspiring,” she said.

The Ironman Triathlon
consists of multiple sporting

events: swimming, cycling and
running. Sullivan will be doing
an extensive 30 hours a week
training to prepare for the
event.  Many consider this to
be the most difficult sporting
event world wide.

Although being a new
teacher in a new school can be
intimidating and stressful, so
far she is enjoying her stay. “I
love teaching here, I love
teaching in any place but
adjusting to any different
school is a little difficult
although so is any transition.”

She also said she is
motivated by her students when
times get rough. “If you put in
the effort anything can be
interesting.”
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Future Ironman
By: Marissa Harnpukdipatima

Future Ironman Sullivan

Eye of newt, toe of frog, owlet’s wing; all three are
overrated

For to a much more bitter poison we are all fated.
One deteriorating ozone layer and one case of global

warming
Hundreds of dying soldiers and one awful war forming.

Uncensored animosity and crime
Invisible children living in filth and grime.

Unexplained shootings filling the fortresses of education
Everywhere: starvation, poverty, and deprecation.

Cancer, AIDS, and illness wasting away the lives of
millions

Rape, murder, and suicide taking the lives of billions.
Spilling blood we create the ingredients of our own venom

Destroying all, we become our own phantom.
Fresh from the cauldron the toxin was brewed

And from there all darkness ensued.
For each and every one of us picked up our own spoon

And under the blinding glow of a harvest moon
We let the virus spill over our lips and down our throats

And in our stomach it sunk like abandoned boats
And the spell was cast.

Double, double, toil and trouble.
Triple, triple, strife and rubble.

The Poison of Today
y: Cassandra Baker

A little bit of this
and a little bit of that
The skin of a snake
and the tail of a rat

Stir, shake, prepare the treat
Mmmm, I hope they like meat

Present it specially in a cup
Tell your enemies they better

drink up

Evil Visitors
By: Gabrielle Franceschelli

Whisker of tiger, lion’s mighty
eye

Feather of peacock, wing of
dragonfly

Skin of snake, heart of bear
Legs of black widow, antlers

of deer
Throw in a cauldron, mix and

boil
Stir round and round, make

sure not to spoil
Simmer, simmer, steam, and

skimmer
Take this potion to make you

slimmer!

Spell
By: Melanie Thibeault

Poems on pages
9 and 10 celebrate

Halloween
 with spells for
all occasions.

9
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Tic, Tic, Boom!!! The
2007 football season is under
way, with the Bombardiers
rolling down the field. Eight
games into the season, the Blue
Bombers have a 5-3 record and
have tied last year’s win total
of five.

This year’s team
features 10 returning starters
from the 2006 season. Captains
Matt Whitis (12), Ali Kruja
(12), Nick Sheehan (12), Luke
Johnson (12), and Matt Howe
(12) will lead the team this year.

“Being a captain has
no advantage because I’m no
better than the next guy, but it’s
still cool,” said Sheehan.

The strength of the
team is the offense. As Johnson
returns as a third year starter,
this year’s team has great depth
in the running back and wide
receiver positions.

Johnson will lead the
backfield. Coming off of a back
injury last year, he is having a
great season. “It feels good to
get back out there and continue

playing. I wasn’t going to let
anything like this stop me from
my senior season. The back
injury has made me more
confident because I was forced
to work harder in the off
season,” said Johnson.

Commanding the
offense will be senior
quarterback Matt Whitis. “The
team looks good,” said Whitis,
adding, “My goal is to lead the
team to win the OCL
championship.”

Johnson will share the
backfield with Sheehan, Aaron
Paterson (12), and Matty “The
Tank” Campbell (10). The
depth of the backfield contains
Dan Silveira (12), Tyler
McCarthy (11), Brendan
Dozier (11), and Phil Elias (11).

The wide receivers are
Kruja, Allen Leach (12), and
Joe Roy (12) who will be part
of a great receiving core. The
offensive line has two returning
starters—Chris Brown (12) and

Howe. Andrew Iadonisi (11),
Jared Linares (12), and Kevin
Papagiris (11), will join the line
and should create big holes for
running backs as they both have
great strength.

The defense this year
is very strong and agile with a
4-4 defense. The defensive
secondary consists of Leach,
Mike Barry (11), Dozier, Kruja,
Roy, and Silviera.

The linebackers have
a gap to fill after the departure
of Jono Graziosi and Nathan
Kuffrey. “You can’t replace a
Jono or a Kuffrey but we have
the depth in the position to still
have good players,” said
Sheehan.

Johnson and Sheehan
return as linebackers with the
additions of Mac Borgellas
(12), and Campbell.

Howe is the only
returning starter from the
defensive line. Linares and Nick
Mangonella (11) will join Howe
on the line this year. Also Nick

Eagles Drop Bombs
By: Dan Silveira

Bombardiers Ready for Action

Because your journeys not complete,
Relax, keep working, and take a seat.

Time has gone too fast,
I know you wanted this moment to last.
So accept this gift I bestow upon you,

And finally finish what you started to do.
Leave it to me,

For I hold the key.
The key to life, the key to the world,

Down to every little boy and girl.
Don’t worry,

There is no need to hurry.
You still have time to kill,

When I make your time stand still.

Time Stands Still
By: Kataryna Siciliano ( K.M.C.S)

Hair of a man
Heart of a broken soul

Mix some salt
Add some hate
Say his name
And count to eight

His charm is
Gone

His looks are
Nothing

His death is
Painful

Now count to ten
Repeat these words

This cheater’s heart is never golden
Black as coal
Cold as ice

He has no love
So he must pay
For all the lies

And games he played

A Cheater’s Spell
By: Torii Belle
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 Department

Mazurkiewicz (11) makes the
conversion from linebacker to
defensive end.

With a team motto of
“CWA,” a reference to Assistant
Coach Simmaran’s memorable
speech about being careful, the
Bombardiers look forward to
the remainder of the season.

Their remaining
schedule includes games
against Bishop Feehan, North
Attleboro, and reigning OCL
champs, Dartmouth.

“The teams this year
will be strong and fast. They
will be hard to beat,” said
Whitis.

The Bombers
remaining schedule is:

@Barnstable
Nov. 9
7 p.m.

@North Attleboro
Nov. 22

10 a.m.

Student journalists are protected in their exercise of freedom of expression by the First Amendment to the constitution of the U.S.
Mass General Laws (MGL) ch. 71 & 82 States, “No expression made by students in the exercise of such rights shall be deemed to be an expression of school policy and no school officials shall be held responsible in any civil or criminal action for any

expression made or published by the students.”
The Eagle’s Eye pledges our commitment to an integrated, non- violent society that rejects all forms of racism, anti-Semitism, sexism, and homophobia.
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